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Vietnam Update
Latest news on our upcoming training
We are on track to deliver our Artistri Sud ASSET training
program in Northern Vietnam in the next couple of months. We
have completed our Needs Assessment phase in September and
are securing the authorizations required to commence training.
We currently have 42 women signed-up for the upcoming
program, and potentially a few more will join prior to the start
date! ... read more...

Our Women of Northern Vietnam
Starting on Giving Tuesday, Nov. 27th, we are launching a new
program for donations: the Sponsor-a-Trainee donation program,
which we hope will be an even more meaningful and fun way to
give!
We have identified some women from our pool of upcoming
Vietnam participants, and will share their photo and some
background information via Facebook.
Read more about the women in our upcoming program.

Eli's Triumph
“I thought, how can I not believe in myself when a team of people
and a group of experienced artisans believe in me? When I was in
front of the artisans, telling my story, and it moved them, I could
see in their faces that I was an inspiration for them, I can be
someone that inspires people.”
This is the story of Eli, a young Mapuche woman from Chile, shy
and unsure of her ability to earn a sustainable living, while
following in the footsteps of her mother and grandmother in the
profession of artisan weaver.
... read more...

How we choose our countries
At Artistri Sud, we empower women around the world through
entrepreneurship, skills training, and building personal networks.
Having a global perspective means that we are helping those
women who are most in need, but it also means that the
selection of the location for Artistri Sud’s programs is a critical
step to success. For this reason, we choose our host countries
following key criteria that help favor the conditions for greatest
impact and best fit for our organization.... more...
Don't forget to like us on Facebook!
You can also connect to us via Twitter & LinkedIn

Volunteer

Donate

Do you have 3-5 hours/week to
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Donations to Artistri Sud qualify

our Finance and Accounting
Team!

as charitable giving for your
Canadian income tax return.

Supporting women's empowerment and entrepreneurship around the world.
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